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ABSTRACT
We describe a ‘super-Earth’-size (2.30 ± 0.16 R⊕) planet transiting an early K-type dwarf
star in the Campaign 4 field observed by the K2 mission. The host star, EPIC 210363145, was
identified as a candidate member of the approximately 120 Myr-old Pleiades cluster based on
its kinematics and photometric distance. It is rotationally variable and exhibits near-ultraviolet
emission consistent with a Pleiades age, but its rotational period is ≈20 d and its spectrum
contains no Hα emission nor the Li I absorption expected of Pleiades K dwarfs. Instead, the
star is probably an interloper that is unaffiliated with the cluster, but younger (�1.3 Gyr) than
the typical field dwarf. We ruled out a false positive transit signal produced by confusion with a
background eclipsing binary by adaptive optics imaging and a statistical calculation. Doppler
radial velocity measurements limit the companion mass to <2 times that of Jupiter. Screening
of the light curves of 1014 potential Pleiades candidate stars uncovered no additional planets.
An injection-and-recovery experiment using the K2 Pleiades light curves with simulated
planets, assuming a planet population like that in the Kepler prime field, predicts only 0.8–
1.8 detections (versus ∼20 in an equivalent Kepler sample). The absence of Pleiades planet
detections can be attributed to the much shorter monitoring time of K2 (80 d versus 4 yr),
increased measurement noise due to spacecraft motion, and the intrinsic noisiness of the stars.

Key words: planets and satellites: general – stars: low-mass – planetary systems – open clus-
ters and associations: individual: Pleiades.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

Since antiquity, the Pleiades cluster has been used to mark the
passage of time. The name may derive from the ancient Greek word
πλεω (‘to sail’) because the constellation’s helical rising marked the
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advent of fair weather sailing in the Mediterranean.1 The appearance
of the Pleiades (Makali’i) in the evening sky begins Makahiki, the
Hawaiian harvest season.

Scientific studies of the Pleiades revealed it to be a nearby
cluster of very young (e.g. 112 ± 5 million years (Myr); Dahm
2015) stars and this object serves studies of star formation, stellar

1 The helical rising of Pleiades currently happens the first week of June but
due to the precession of the equinoxes, it occurred mid-spring in Iron Age
Europe.
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evolution, stellar dynamics, ultracool stars and planetary-mass bod-
ies (Casewell et al. 2007; Zapatero Osorio et al. 2014). It pro-
vides a (controversial) calibration tie-point for distance measure-
ments (Melis et al. 2014). Observations of the Pleiades, and other
young clusters are also ways to identify and study planets younger
than those in surveys of the field such as Kepler . Many important
events probably occur in the first few hundred Myr of planetary sys-
tems, e.g. thermal and radius evolution of gas- and ice-giant planets
(Fortney et al. 2011; Guillot & Gautier 2014), the heating and es-
cape of planetary atmospheres driven by elevated ultraviolet (UV)
emission from the active host star (Tian et al. 2005), planet mi-
gration, orbital resonance crossing (Gomes et al. 2005; Thommes,
Nagasawa & Lin 2008), and collisions (Volk & Gladman 2015).

Comparisons of the planet populations in young clusters such as
the Pleiades with older field dwarfs can elucidate such processes. For
example, a higher occurrence of planets around young cluster stars
compared to field stars would point to subsequent photoevaporation
of hydrogen envelopes and decreasing planet radii that renders older
planets more difficult to detect. A lower occurrence of planets could
be explained by subsequent inward migration of planets to more
detectable orbits.

Because of Malmquist (limiting magnitude) bias and the Galactic
latitude (b ∼ 13◦) of the field of the Kepler ‘prime’ mission, its target
stars are primarily middle-aged dwarfs and evolved (subgiant) stars
(Gaidos & Mann 2013). The successor K2 mission is observing
fields near the ecliptic place which include several young clusters,
OB associations, and star-forming regions, i.e. the Hyades, Pleiades,
Praesepe, ρ Ophiuchus, Upper Scorpius, and Taurus clusters.

The Zodiacal exoplanets in time project is confirming and char-
acterizing candidate transiting planets detected by K2 around young
cluster stars. We previously reported a Neptune-size planet around
an ∼650 Myr-old Hyades star (Mann et al. 2016b; see also
David et al. 2016)) and a ‘super-Neptune’ around an ∼11 Myr-
old member of the Upper Scorpius OB association (Mann et al.
2016a). Here we report the discovery and validation of an ≈2.3-
Earth-radius (R⊕) ‘super-Earth’-size planet on a 8.2-d orbit around
EPIC 210363145, a K-type dwarf star in the vicinity of the Pleiades.2

This star was selected on the basis of multiple Guest Observer target
proposals for Campaign 4, which includes both the Pleiades and a
portion of the Hyades cluster. In Section 2, we describe the K2 pho-
tometry of EPIC 210363145 and our follow-up spectroscopy and
imaging. In Section 3, we describe our analysis and derivation of
the host star parameters; in Section 4, that of the planet parameters.
In Section 5, we discuss the ambiguous nature of EPIC 210363145
and the implications of our planet detections – or lack thereof – for
the planet population in the Pleiades cluster.

2 O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D DATA R E D U C T I O N

2.1 Kepler photometry

Light curves processed by the Vanderburg & Johnson (2014)
pipeline were downloaded from the STScI Mikulski Archive for
Space Telescopes (MAST) data base and subjected to secondary
treatment. Light curves were normalized and a Lomb–Scargle peri-
odogram power spectrum (Scargle 1982) was generated. To remove
periodic variability due to spots and rotation and enhance the de-
tection of transits, significant peaks were identified and any signal
with a period within 10 per cent of these peaks was filtered from

2 Crossfield et al. (2016) also reported this object.

Figure 1. Top: Vanderburg pipeline-corrected and normalized light curve
of EPIC 210363145, showing the ∼3 per cent peak-to-peak rotational vari-
ability. Bottom: differential light curve constructed by robustly fitting a
quadratic to the corrected data within a moving 0.5-d window centred on
each data point and subtracting the predicted value at that point. Red fiducials
mark the transits of the planet described here.

a fast Fourier transform. The light curve was then further filtered
by a median filter with a sliding window of 1 d, a robust standard
deviation was calculated using Tukey’s biweight function (Tukey
1977) and anomalous positive excursions >3σ were removed. A
linear regression of the flux versus motion along the ‘arc’ of the K2
pointing error (Vanderburg & Johnson 2014) was re-performed and
subtracted.

To identify potential transiting planet signals, an initial box-least-
squares (BLS) search (Kovács, Zucker & Mazeh 2002) was per-
formed. The search was performed over a period range of 1–25 d
and with a box width (transit duration) that ranged from 0.5 to
2 times the nominal transit duration for the estimated density of the
host star, a zero impact parameter, and a circular orbit. Significant
(false alarm probability <0.01) peaks in the initial BLS power spec-
trum were identified and an individual BLS search with a finer mesh
of period and duration values was performed around each peak. A
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was calculated based on the in- versus
out-of-transit points and a criterion of SNR > 7 applied. An F-test
(ratio of χ2 values) was performed to evaluate whether the transit
model was a significantly better fit to the data than the no-transit
(flat) model. Finally, the mean ratio of odd- to even-numbered tran-
sits, an important indicator of false positives produced by eclipsing
binaries, was calculated. Fig. 1 shows the Vanderburg & Johnson
(2014)-corrected light curve and a differential version exhibiting
the individual transits.

We ran an additional BLS search with a different handling of stel-
lar variability. We first applied a median filter with a window of 2.5 h
to remove even rapid (<6 h) rotation. We removed anomalous points
as before, then fed the filtered and flatted light curve into the BLS
search. This short median window smooths out stellar variability but
also erases or weakens shallow and/or long duration transits. If no
significant peak was identified in the BLS, we widened the window
in increments of 0.25 h up to 1 d. If a significant signal was iden-
tified in the BLS, we re-fit the stellar variability, interpolating over
the transits, and fit the resulting transit using Levenberg–Markwardt
least-squares minimization (Markwardt 2009). Because this method
produces a larger number of false positives, we required the tran-
sit signal to be consistent with a non-grazing transit (with a flat
bottom), a planetary size, have a duration and period inconsistent
with the stellar variability, and be symmetric about the mid-point,
in addition to the odd-even test performed above.
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Figure 2. Flux-calibrated spectrum of EPIC 210363145, created by com-
bining observed visible (SNIFS) and near-infrared (SpeX) spectra, filling
unobservable gaps with the best-fitting model spectrum, and constructing
synthetic photometry from the composite spectrum to compare to the obser-
vations.

2.2 Low-resolution spectroscopy

A moderate resolution (R ≈ 1000) visible-wavelength
(3200–9700 Å) spectrum was obtained on UT 17 January 2016 using
the SuperNova Integral Field Spectrograph (SNIFS; Aldering et al.
2002; Lantz et al. 2004) on the UH 2.2 m telescope on Mauna Kea.
The integration time was 110 sec and the observation airmass was
1.01. Details of the spectrograph and data reduction are given in
Gaidos et al. (2014) and Mann et al. (2015).

A near-infrared (JHK, 0.8-2.4μm) spectrum was obtained with
the SpeX spectrograh on the NASA Infrared Telescope Facil-
ity (IRTF) on Mauna Kea (Rayner et al. 2003). Extraction and
calibration of this spectrum was performed using the SpeX-
Tool package (Cushing, Vacca & Rayner 2004) and corrected
for telluric absorption using the spectrum of an A0 star as de-
scribed in Vacca, Cushing & Rayner (2003). The SNIFS and
SpeX spectra were combined and flux-calibrated (Fig. 2) using
the available photometry and the methods described in Mann et al.
(2015) and filter profiles and zero-points from Mann & von Braun
(2015).

2.3 High-resolution spectroscopy

High-resolution (R ≈ 65 000) visible-wavelength spectra were ob-
tained on UT 2016 January 26 and 29 with the High Dispersion
Spectrograph (HDS) on the Subaru telescope on Mauna Kea.
The airmass of the observations was 1.09 and 1.02, respectively.
Two different setups were used: the standard ‘Ub’ setup covering
2980–3700 and 3820–4580 Å on two different CCDs, and the stan-
dard ‘Ra’ setup covering 5110–6310 and 6580–7790 Å. A 0.8 arcsec
slit giving a resolution R = 45 000 was used for both modes. Total
integration times were 3600 and 900 s with the Ub and Ra set-
tings, respectively. Flat-fields were obtained using a quartz lamp
and wavelength calibration was provided by spectra of a Th–Ar
arc lamp. Reduction (dark removal, flat-fielding, order extraction,
wavelength calibration, and blaze correction) used IRAF routines de-
veloped at the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ)
and analysis was performed with custom GDL scripts.

High-resolution NIR spectra were taken at three epochs (2016
January 4, February 3 and 4) with the Immersion Grating Infrared
Spectrometer (IGRINS; Park et al. 2014) attached to the 2.7 m
Harlan J. Smith Telescope at Mcdonald Observatory. IGRINS is a

fixed-format, high-resolution (R � 45 000) NIR spectrograph with
simultaneous coverage from 1.5 to 2.5 μm. An A0V telluric standard
was taken before or after the target each epoch. Th–Ar and U–Ne as
well as dark and flat-field calibration data were taken at the start of
each night. IGRINS spectra were reduced with the IGRINS pipeline
package (https://github.com/igrins/plp; Lee 2015). This included
bias, flat, and dark field corrections, and extraction of the 1D spectra
of both the A0V standard and target. We used the A0V spectra to
correct telluric lines following the method outlined in Vacca et al.
(2003). Pre-telluric corrected spectra of the target were retained and
used to improve the wavelength solution and provide a zero-point
for the radial velocities (RVs). RVs for each IGRINS epoch were
derived following the procedure outlined in Mann et al. (2016b).

2.4 High-resolution imaging

We obtained adaptive optics imaging through the K′ filter
(λc = 2.124 μm, �λ = 0.31 μm) with the Near-Infrared Cam-
era (NIRC2) at the Keck-2 telescope on Mauna Kea during the
nights of UT 18 January and 18 March 2016. The narrow camera
(pixel scale of 0.01 arcsec) was used for both sets of observations.
In addition to normal AO imaging, data for non-redundant aperture
masking interferometry (NRM) (Tuthill, Monnier & Danchi 2000)
were obtained with the 9-hole mask on the second night. Images
were processed using a custom PYTHON pipeline: images were lin-
earized (Metchev & Hillenbrand 2009), dark-subtracted, flattened,
sky-subtracted, and co-added. A cutout ∼1.5 arcsec across, centred
on the star, was made and inserted back into the processed image as
a simulated companion. The routine generated a contrast curve by
decreasing the brightness and angular separation of the simulated
companion with respect to the primary, until the limits of detection
(3.5σ ) are reached.

The data obtained for non-redundant aperture masking are essen-
tially a collection of interferograms from pairs of apertures created
in the pupil plane of the Keck-2 telescope. Details of the data reduc-
tion are given in the appendix of Kraus et al. (2008). Non-common
path errors introduced by the atmospheric and optical aberrations
were removed using the complex triple product, or closure-phase.
In the case of EPIC 210363145, the observations were paired with
those of nearby EPIC 210894022. Binary system profiles were fit to
the closure phases to calculate contrast limits. No additional sources
were detected and the combined AO imaging+NRM detection limit
contrast curve is plotted in Fig. 3.

3 ANALYSIS: THE HOST STAR

3.1 Pleiades candidate selection

We identified members of the Pleiades cluster using kinematic
and photometric information for the candidate stars. Proper mo-
tions were gathered from the UCAC4 (Zacharias et al. 2013) and
PPMXL (Róser, Demleitner & Schilbach 2010) catalogs for all
objects in the Pleiades field, and combined with our own proper
motion catalogue generated from the USNO-B (Monet et al. 2003),
SDSS, and 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) catalogs as described in
Kraus et al. (2014). We also calculated photometric distances for
both a field main sequence and a Pleiades age (∼100 Myr) Padova
isochrone (Bressan et al. 2012) using APASS BV (Henden et al.
2012) and 2MASS JK photometry where available, for each candi-
date member. We then calculated probabilities of membership in the
Pleiades according to the Bayesian method described in Rizzuto,
Ireland & Robertson (2011) and Rizzuto, Ireland & Kraus (2015)
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Figure 3. Detection limits (99.9 per cent) for sources close to EPIC
210363145 placed by AO observations with Keck-2, reported as a mag-
nitude contrast in the K′ passband of the NIRC2 detector. Limits based on
non-redundant aperture mapping are plotted as the red dash–dotted line.

Figure 4. Location of EPIC 210363145 (star) with respect to the Pleiades
(blue) and Hyades (red) clusters. Arrows show the relative magnitude and
direction of proper motions. Pleiades stars are from the catalogue of Stauffer
et al. (2007) and Hyades stars are from the catalogue of Röser et al. (2011).
The 13.1-pc tidal radius of the Pleiades cluster estimated by Adams et al.
(2001) is plotted as a circle.

and the Pleiades kinematics of van Leeuwen (2009). With the radial
velocity (RV) from our IGRINS spectrum (7.35 ± 0.20 km s−1),
EPIC 210363145 was assigned a 99.6 per cent probability of mem-
bership in the Pleiades as opposed to a field star.

3.2 Kinematics and distance

EPIC 210363145 lies at a projected distance of 11.◦7 (≈28 pc)
from the cluster centroid (Fig. 4) and well outside the tidal radius
of 13 pc (Adams et al. 2001). No parallax is available for EPIC
210363145, thus we estimated a distance assuming it is a Pleiades
member and finding the distance which maximizes the probabil-
ity that its space motions would be that of a cluster member. We
adopted the Hipparcos-based Pleiades UVW values and uncertain-
ties of van Leeuwen (2009) (−6.7 ± 0.9, −25.0 ± 0.5, −12.8 ±

0.5 km s−1), and a Gaussian isotropic velocity dispersion with σ =
0.6 km s−1 (Geffert, Kuemmel & Schmidt 1995; Li & Junliang 1999;
Makarov & Robichon 2001). We repeated the calculations, altering
the input parameters according to normal distribution with the pub-
lished standard errors and summing the distributions. The resulting
distance posterior has a mean value of 125 pc with a standard devia-
tion of 5 pc. This is (marginally) smaller than the very long baseline
interferometry (VLBI) distance to the Pleiades (136.2 ± 1.2 pc;
Melis et al. 2014). The most probable space motions correspond-
ing to this kinematic distance are (U,V,W) = (−5.5,−27.5,−9.2)
km s−1 and the expectation of the velocity offset from the nominal
cluster motion is 2 km s−1.

3.3 Stellar rotation

The K2 light curve of EPIC 210363145 shows pronounced
(∼3 per cent peak-to-peak) variability with a period of ≈20 d that
we attribute to rotation and star-spots. We performed a systematic
determination of the rotation periods of EPIC 210363145 as well
as our entire sample of Pleiades candidate members, following the
procedure outlined by McQuillan, Aigrain & Mazeh (2013). The
light curves generated by the Vanderburg & Johnson (2014) pipeline
were downloaded from the STScI archive, normalized by the me-
dian value, and detrended with a robust fit of a quadratic with time.
Each detrended light curve was then interpolated on to a regular
grid set by the Kepler long cadence of 29.4 min. An autocorrelation
function (ACF) was computed, and median-smoothed with an in-
terval of 5.5 h (11 points). Maxima and minima were identified and
the second and third maxima were inspected (the first maximum
is at zero lag). Because rotational variability sometimes contains a
higher harmonic, the second, rather than the first peak in the ACF
may be the actual period – this is usually the larger of the two
extrema. A Gaussian function was fit to the ACF in the vicinity
of this maximum to obtain a refined estimate for the period. The
ACF-based rotational period of EPIC 210363145 was found to be
19.8 d. The highest peak in the Lomb–Scargle periodogram is at
20.0 d. We derived a relation for the uncertainty in an ACF-based
period σ P by evaluating the ACF of a signal with a Gaussian power
spectrum with a width of 1/σ P. The ACF of an infinite time series
of this signal is a cosine modulated by a decaying exponential, and
σ P is related to the height H of the (first) peak in the ACF by

σP ≈ P
√

− log H/(2π2). (1)

For the light curve of EPIC 210363145, we find H = 0.65 and
σ P = 2.9 d. The surprisingly large uncertainty is most likely due to
the rapidly changing shape of the light curve as a result of differential
rotation of spots.

We successfully determined rotational periods for 383 other
Pleiades candidates following the same method. The rotational
period and r − J colour of these Pleiades candidates are plotted
in Fig. 5, with EPIC 210363145 indicated as the star, and points
are colour-coded according to membership probability. Equivalent
stellar masses on a 120-Myr solar-metallicity isochrone, calculated
using the Dartmouth Stellar Evolution Program (Dotter et al. 2008),
are also shown on the top axis. Pleiades candidates exhibit the estab-
lished bifurcation between the ‘slow’ (few days) and ‘fast’ (<1 d)
rotators among K dwarfs (Queloz et al. 1998; Hartman et al. 2010),
as well as a more continuous dispersion among late K dwarfs and
M dwarfs (see also Rebull et al. 2016). EPIC 210363145 occupies a
zone occupied by more slowly rotating (20–30 d) stars with a wider
range of membership probabilities.

MNRAS 464, 850–862 (2017)
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Figure 5. Rotation periods of our 383 Pleiades candidates, including EPIC
210363145 (star), versus r-J colour. Rotation periods were determined using
the autocorrelation function following the procedure of (McQuillan et al.
2013). Membership probability is indicated by the colours of the points (see
colorbar). Equivalent stellar masses (solar units) estimated from a 120-Myr
solar-metallicity isochrone from the Dartmouth Stellar Evolution Program
(Dotter et al. 2008) are reported for some r−J colours.

The light curve of EPIC 210363145 (Fig. 1) and its changing
shape (i.e. the rising secondary peak) is reminiscent of that of KIC
1869793, examined by Reinhold, Reiners & Basri (2013), which
has a similar B − V colour but a longer rotation period (26.2 d).
Reinhold et al. (2013) interpret this as a manifestation of migrating
spots and differential rotation.

3.4 Stellar activity and lithium

Neither the SNIFS or HDS spectrum of EPIC 210363145 show ev-
idence of Hα in emission; instead, as is characteristic of K dwarfs,
it is in absorption (Fig. 6), with an equivalent width (EW) of −1.08
± 0.31 Å measured from the SNIFS spectrum. We compared the
spectrum of EPIC 210363145 in the vicinity of the Hα, Ca II in-
frared triplet, and Ca II H and K lines with those of three inactive
K dwarfs with similar effective temperatures accurately established
by combining interferometrically measured angular radii and bolo-
metric fluxes (Boyajian et al. 2012, 2015). The comparison (Fig. 6)
shows that the spectra are almost indistinguishable and that of EPIC
210363145 shows no filling of the cores of these lines as expected
for an active, Pleiades-age star. The Hα EW of EPIC 210363145
is indistinguishable from the three stars (−0.81, −0.81, −0.89 and
−0.89, ±0.01 Å), and this similarity is not sensitive to the exact Teff.

EPIC 210363145 has a counterpart near-ultraviolet (NUV,
∼2300 Å) source in the GALEX DR-5 catalogue (Bianchi et al.
2011) with an AB magnitude of 19.96 ± 0.10. Adopting extinc-
tion coefficients R(NUV) = 7.24, R(V) = 3.2, and R(J) = 0.72
(Yuan, Liu & Xiang 2013) and an extinction of AV = 0.12 (Guthrie
1987), the intrinsic NUV colour should be mNUV − J = 8.79. This
places it directly on the locus of AB Doradus stars in the NUV−J
versus J − Ks colour–colour diagram constructed by Findeisen,
Hillenbrand & Soderblom (2011). The age of the AB Dor moving
group is probably similar to that of the Pleiades (Luhman, Stauf-
fer & Mamajek 2005; McCarthy & Wilhelm 2014). We identified
NUV source counterparts for 40 other Pleiades candidates from the
GALEX All-sky Imaging Survey (AIS) and these are plotted versus

Figure 6. SNIFS spectrum of EPIC 210363145 in the vicinity of the (top)
6563 Å Balmer α line of H I, (middle) the infrared triplet of Ca II, and
(bottom) the H and K lines of Ca II, emission in any of which is an indication
of magnetic activity on dwarf stars. In each region the spectrum is compared
to that of three K dwarf stars with similar effective temperatures obtained by
combining interferometrically measured angular radii and bolometric fluxes.
Spectra are normalized by median values and wavelengths are presented in
the observed frame, in air; offsets are not removed to allow spectra to be
distinguished. Note the difference in scales between plots.

Figure 7. Near-ultraviolet NUV−J versus J−K colours of Pleiades candi-
dates, with EPIC 210363145 plotted as the star. Equivalent stellar masses
(solar units) based on a 120-Myr solar-metallicity DSEP isochrone are given
for some colours. The solid curve is the 120 Myr-locus predicted by the
Findeisen et al. (2011) relation based on observations of nearby comoving
groups, assuming zero extinction. The dashed curve is the same but assumes
AV = 0.12 and the extinction coefficients of Yuan et al. (2013).

MNRAS 464, 850–862 (2017)
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J − K in Fig. 7. Many Pleiades stars with J − K < 0.8 fall along a
locus that is consistent with the prediction of Findeisen et al. (2011)
for an age of 120 Myr based on observations of nearby comoving
groups. EPIC 210363145 and some other stars fall below that curve,
but can be reconciled assuming Pleiades-like extinction. In contrast,
detected M dwarfs (J − K > 0.8) are more UV-luminous than the
Findeisen et al. (2011) prediction. The locus is not an artefact of
the detection limit of the AIS. For a typical limiting mNUV ≈21
(Bianchi 2014), the limiting NUV−J for the Pleiades is ≥15.

There is no significant absorption at the 6708 Å resonant dou-
bled of Li I in the spectrum of EPIC 210363145. We placed an
upper limit of 5 mÅ on the EW. Using the curves of growth cal-
culated by (Lind, Asplund & Barklem 2009), this EW corresponds
approximately to a limit on lithium abundance (with respect to the
solar value) of log A(Li) < 0.4 to 0.5 (Teff = 5000 K, log g = 4.5) or
<−0.30 to −0.1 (Teff = 4500 K, log g = 4.5), depending on whether
the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium holds. This is
below the nominal distribution for Pleiades stars (e.g. Somers &
Pinsonneault 2015).

3.5 Stellar parameters

Because robust stellar parameters are both important and potentially
challenging for young systems, we made multiple, independent es-
timates for EPIC 210363145 based on photometry or spectroscopy
to check consistency. We first estimated Teff based on B − V and
V − K colours with BV magnitudes from Data Release 9 of the
APASS survey and K magnitudes from 2MASS, and the Teff–colour
relations of (Boyajian et al. 2012). We assumed a Pleiades metallic-
ity [Fe/H] = 0.02 ± 0.03 (Funayama et al. 2009; Soderblom et al.
2009). Assuming a typical Pleiades extinction of AV = 0.12 and
using reddening coefficients from Yuan et al. (2013), we estimated
Teff of 4670 ± 250 and 4910 ± 100 from B − V and V − K, re-
spectively. The convolved probability distribution has a mean of
4870 ± 90 K. If extinction is negligible, the mean is 4790 ± 90 K.
If the star is actually metal-rich, the derived Teff is hotter, but only
by 20–30 K.

We made an independent estimate of Teff based on comparing our
combined visible-wavelength (SNIFS) and near-infrared (SpeX)
spectra with stellar models (Section 2.2). The combined spectrum
was compared to the Göttingen spectral library constructed using the
PHOENIX model in spherical mode (Husser et al. 2013). The spec-
trum was re-sampled at higher resolution and uniformly with loga-
rithmic wavelength. Medium-resolution (R = 10 000) model spectra
were convolved with a Gaussian to the approximate resolution of the
observed spectrum and re-sampled at the same wavelengths. Model
wavelengths were converted from vacuum to air using the formula
of Morton (1991) and the maximum of the cross-correlation func-
tion with the observed spectrum used as a pseudo-Doppler shift.
The shifted spectrum was then used to compute χ2 for each possi-
ble model. Multiple regions of the spectrum that were previously
identified as problematic or contaminated by telluric lines were ex-
cluded (Gaidos et al. 2014). The 25 best-fitting models were then
used to construct 10 000 linear interpolations to compare with the
model via χ2.

The best-fitting interpolated model with no correction for redden-
ing has Teff = 4770 K, log g = 3.72, and [M/H] = +0.5 (χ2

ν = 1.24).
When the spectrum was dereddened (EB − V = 0.04), the best-fitting
model has Teff = 4870 K, log g = 3.4, and [M/H] = −0.5. The
temperatures are within one standard deviation of the values de-
rived from photometry. On the other hand, log g and [M/H] cannot
be reliably estimated from K dwarf spectra with this resolution and

we consider these ‘nuisance’ parameters to be ignored. We calcu-
lated 95 per cent confidence intervals of 90 K for Teff based on the
distribution of χ2 values.

Parameter values were also derived by comparing, order by or-
der, the high-resolution spectrum obtained with Subaru/HDS with
the version 2.0 Göttingen library of PHOENIX model spectra
(Husser et al. 2013). The resolution of the grid was 100K in Teff, 0.5
dex in [Fe/H], and 0.5 in log g. Spectra were interpolated on to a
logarithmic wavelength grid to facilitate Doppler shifting, and nor-
malized and de-trending by a cubic spline fit. Model spectra wave-
lengths were converted to values in air using the relation of Morton
(1991), the spectra were convolved with a series of Gaussians of dif-
ferent widths to account for rotational broadening, cross-correlated
and shifted with respect to the observed spectra, and the results
compared to the observations by a χ2 calculation, after removal
of any second-order trend, with Doppler shift and broadening as
the two free parameters. The best-fitting model has Teff = 4900 K,
[Fe/H] = 0, and log g = 5.0, consistent with our results using pho-
tometry and low-resolution spectra. The best-fitting broadening is
6.6 km s−1, equal to the instrument resolution. Thus, any rotational
broadening is less than a few km s−1, further evidence that the star
is a slow rotator (Section 3.3).

Finally, a line-by-line (Fe I and Fe II) analysis of the HDS
spectrum was performed using the methods described in Takeda,
Ohkubo & Sadakane (2002) and Hirano et al. (2014). The derived
parameters are similar: Teff = 4970 ± 45 K, [Fe/H] = 0.29 ± 0.06,
log g = 4.47 ± 0.13, and v sin i = 4.0 km s−1 (for a microturbulence
parameter of ξ = 1.5 km s−1). These values are more precise, and
consistent with the other values, and we adopt them for the stellar
parameters (Table 2). The bolometric flux was determined by in-
tegrating over the flux-calibrated spectrum: fbol = 5.06 ± 0.16 ×
10−13 W m−2. Adopting the spectroscopic value for Teff (4970 K)
and the kinematic distance 125 ± 5 pc, we estimated the radius
to be R∗ = 0.67 ± 0.03 R�. Employing the empirical relation with
Teff constructed by Boyajian et al. (2012) and considering all er-
rors, including the intrinsic scatter in the relation itself, we found
R∗ = 0.76 ± 0.03 R�. The (photometric) distance at which the two
radius estimates are in agreement is 141 ± 6 pc, identical to within
error of the VLBI-based Pleiades distance. The stellar luminosity is
then MK = 4.05 ± 0.10 and its mass, based on the empirical relation
developed by Henry & McCarthy (1993), is 0.78 ± 0.12 M�. The
bolometric luminosity, uncorrected for any extinction, is 0.316 ±
0.026 L�. The resulting stellar log g is 4.58 ± 0.07, within 1σ of
the spectroscopic value.

4 ANALYSI S: THE PLANET

4.1 Light-curve fitting

We fit the K2 light curve with a Monte Carlo Markov Chain
(MCMC) as described in Mann et al. (2016b), which we briefly
summarize here. We used the EMCEE PYTHON module (Foreman-
Mackey et al. 2013) to fit the model light curves produced by the
tbatman package (Kreidberg 2015) using the Mandel & Agol (2002)
algorithm. Following Kipping (2010), we oversampled and binned
the model to match the 30 min cadence. We sampled the planet-to-
star radius ratio (RP/R∗), impact parameter (b), orbital period (P),
epoch of the first transit mid-point (T0), mean stellar density ρ∗, and
two limb-darkening parameters (q1 and q2), and two parameters that
describe the orbital eccentricity (e) and argument of periastron (ω):√

e sin ω and
√

e cos ω. We assumed a quadratic limb-darkening
law and used the triangular method of Kipping (2013) to sample the
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Table 1. Transit fit parameters.

Parameter Fit 1a Fit 2a

Period (d) 8.199 833+0.000 681
−0.000 691 8.199 796+0.000 683

−0.000 719

RP/R∗ 0.0273+0.0016
−0.0008 0.0278+0.0022

−0.0011

T0 (BJD-2400000) 57070.80576+0.001 74
−0.001 74 57070.80596+0.00190

−0.00179

Impact parameter 0.32+0.29
−0.22 0.46+0.24

−0.30

Density (Solar) 2.5+0.5
−1.0 1.8+0.3

−0.3

Duration (h) 2.62+0.08
−0.08 2.40+0.35

−0.75

Inclination (◦) 89.2+0.5
−1.0 88.7+0.8

−0.8

a/R∗ 23.3+1.4
−3.6 23.2+6.4

−2.3

Eccentricity 0 (fixed) 0.14+0.22
−0.09

ω (◦) 0 (fixed) 1+106
−114

u1c 0.70+0.08
−0.08 0.60+0.08

−0.08

u2c 0.13+0.07
−0.07 0.12+0.07

−0.07

aFit 1 is done with e and ω fixed to 0 and a uniform prior on ρ∗. Fit 2 is done
with a Guassian prior on ρ∗ from Section 4 but no constraints on

√
e sin ω

and
√

e cos ω.
bBJD is reported as Barycentric Dynamical Time.
cLinear and quadratic limb-darkening coefficients.

Figure 8. Phase-folded light curve of EPIC 210363145 (black) from K2.
The best-fitting (highest likelihood) transit model is shown in red.

2D parameter space. We applied a prior on limb darkening derived
from the Husser et al. (2013) atmospheric models, calculated using
the LDTK toolkit (Parviainen & Aigrain 2015).

We ran two separate MCMC analyses, the first (‘Fit 1’) with√
e sin ω and

√
e cos ω fixed at zero and ρ∗ under a uniform prior,

and the second (‘Fit 2’) with both
√

e sin ω and
√

e cos ω allowed
to explore [0,1) under uniform priors, but with a Gaussian prior
on ρ∗ derived from our stellar parameters in Section 3.5. All
other parameters were explored with only physical limitations (e.g.
P > 0) and uniform priors. MCMC chains were run using 200 walk-
ers, each with 100 000 steps after a burn-in phase of 10 000 steps
(determined from trial and error on known systems).

We report the transit fit parameters in Table 1. For each parameter,
we report the median value with the errors as the 84.1 and 15.9
percentile values (corresponding to 1σ for Gaussian distributions).
The model light curve with the best-fitting parameters is shown in
Fig. 8. We also show posteriors and correlations for a subset of
parameters in Fig. 9.

The stellar density derived from Fit 1 is consistent with the
spectroscopy-based stellar density derived in Section 4, as we show
in Fig. 10. This is consistent with our second transit fit, which

suggests a small or even zero eccentricity, and yields a density
consistent with the spectroscopic/distance-based estimate.

4.2 False positive probability

We calculated the false positive probability (FPP) that the transit
signal could be produced by an unresolved background eclipsing
binary or transiting planet system using the Bayesian procedure
described in Gaidos, Mann & Ansdell (2016b). This calculation
uses as a prior the TRILEGAL model (v. 1.6) of the background
Galactic stellar population at the location of EPIC 210363145, and
imposes constraints from transit depth, the duration of the transit,
and the lack of additional sources in NIRC2-AO and NRM imaging.
No constraint on image centroid shift is imposed due to the much
greater image jitter of the K2 mission. The calculation does not con-
sider the probability that a background star actually is an eclipsing
binary or transiting system, only that it could produce the observed
transit properties given the observation constraints, and thus is con-
servative. The resulting FPP after 100 iterations of 10 000 Monte
Carlo simulations each is 7.5 × 10−7.

Alternatively, the transit signal could be produced by an unre-
solved companion to EPIC 210363145 that is an eclipsing binary
or transiting planetary system. We limited this set of scenarios by
considering the posterior distribution of the density of the host star
produced by the transit fit (Fig. 10). The limit of ρ∗ < 3.8ρ� limits
the contrast ratio between EPIC 210363145 and a possible com-
panion star, and thus limits the radius of the tertiary that could
produce the transit. To calculate these limits, we used the empirical,
model-independent masses and radii of nearby late K and M dwarfs
established by Mann et al. (2015) and the apparent Kepler magni-
tudes determined in Gaidos et al. (2016a), along with the additional
constraint that the metallicity of the secondary must be within 2σ of
the primary (0.17 < [Fe/H] < 0.41). We found that any companion
responsible for the transit signal can be no cooler than early M-type
(Teff > 3600 K), that the Kepler Kp contrast must be <3 mag. The
transiting object would be at most 3 per cent larger (the case of
maximum contrast ratio and minimum dilution) and still* <6R⊕,
i.e. a planet and not an eclipsing binary. The contrast ratio in the
K′-band of NIRC2 must be <1.5 mag and since no such companion
was detected in our NRM imaging, if it exists it must be within
0.02 arcsec or ∼3 au of the primary (Fig. 3). The reflex motion of
the primary induced by such a companion would be at least several
km s−1, but could have remained unresolved due to the short time-
span (one month) of our RV observations (Section 2.3). Additional
observations will readily detect or rule out any such companion.

4.3 RVs and planet mass

The three RV measurements from IGRINS are plotted versus orbital
phase (0 = transit centre) and with their relative error bars in Fig. 11.
Assuming that RV variation is due exclusively to the presence of
the transiting planet, as well as a circular, edge-on orbit, we placed
an upper limit on the planet mass. For each possible mass (and cor-
responding Doppler RV amplitude), we fit for the only remaining
free parameter – the system barycenter velocity – and calculated
χ2. We identified the mass for minimum χ2 (0.3 Jupiter masses MJ,
χ2 = 6.4, ν = 2) but also a much more meaningful 99 per cent
upper limit of 1.9MJ based on χ2 (�χ2 < 5.0). This rules out a
stellar or brown dwarf mass for the transiting object. Although we
have neglected astrophysical noise (stellar ‘jitter’) in our analysis,
this is expected to be comparatively small at infrared wavelengths
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Figure 9. Posteriors (histograms) and parameter correlations (contour plots) from our MCMC fits to the K2 light curves. Median values for each parameter
are marked with red dashed lines. Grey shading covers 67 per cent, 95 per cent and 99 per cent, from dark to light, of the MCMC posterior. The left plot shows
the posteriors when e is set to zero (Fit 1), while the right is from the fit where these are allowed to float but with a density prior (Fit 2).

Figure 10. Stellar density posterior from the transit fit (red) and from our
stellar parameters derived independently from spectroscopy in Section 3.5
(blue). The transit fit assumes e = 0.

(Marchwinski et al. 2015) and much less than the typical measure-
ment error of ∼100 m s−1.

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 The nature of EPIC 210363145 and its planet

Our estimates of the properties of the EPIC 210363145 system
are summarized in Table 2. EPIC 210363145 was identified as a
Pleiades member with high confidence based on its proper motion
and photometric distance, but our detailed analysis of the star’s
properties contradict this. It does not appear in the Pleiades mem-
ber catalogues of Stauffer et al. (2007) or Sarro et al. (2014). The
star is located at approximately the same distance as the cluster, but
it is at ≈28 pc, about twice the tidal radius, from the cluster centre.
Assuming the photometric distance is correct, the space motion of
EPIC 210363145 is actually distinct from that of the Pleiades by
5.4 ± 0.9 km s−1, or about nine times the cluster’s velocity disper-
sion. The star’s relative motion is currently at a right angle (92 ±
12◦) to the vector between the star and the Pleiades, inconsistent
with EPIC 210363145 as a ‘runaway’ from the cluster. A differential
vertical velocity of 8–9 km s−1 imposed by the Galactic potential
would bring the original angle to 8 ± 5◦, but this is unlikely to
have occurred in a single vertical oscillation lasting a few tens of
Myr. Although the star is rotationally variable and a NUV source,
its rotation period is 20 d, twice as long as the most slowly rotating

Figure 11. Top: χ2 of fits of a Keplerian circular, edge-on orbit with a period
and phase set by the transit ephemeris to the RV data of EPIC 210363145
obtained with the IGRINS spectrograph. The single free parameter is the
radial velocity of the system barycenter. The dashed line shows the limit on
χ2 corresponding to the 99 per cent confidence interval. Bottom: Barycentric
radial velocities phased to the orbit along with the best-fitting model (solid
grey) and its barycenter value (dashed grey) and 99 per cent upper limit
model (black solid) and its barycenter value (dashed black).

Pleiades stars, and its spectrum lacks Hα emission. Finally, it is sig-
nificantly more metal-rich (by ≈0.26 dex) than the typical Pleiades
member.

The star does not appear kinematically related to any other
known cluster or nearby young moving group. The AB Doradus
moving group may be related to the Pleiades via a similar age
(Luhman et al. 2005) and kinematics (Ortega et al. 2007), but its
known members are much closer than EPIC 210363145. Never-
theless, EPIC 210363145 is moving comparatively slowly (�v ≈
16 km s−1 and �UVW = +3.1,−15.3,−3.0 km s−1) with respect to
the Local Standard of Rest (LSR) as defined by Coşkunoǧlu et al.
(2011) and is probably young. According to the age–kinematic re-
lations of Nordström et al. (2004), such motion is characteristic of
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Table 2. Properties of the EPIC 210363145 system.

Parameter Value

Observed:
RA (J2000) 03h40m54.s82
Dec. 12◦ 34′ 21.′′4
μRA +23.5 ± 1.3 mas yr−1

μδ −37.9 ± 1.7 mas yr−1

(U, V, W) (−5.4 ± 0.6, −28.7 ± 1.0, −9.5 ± 0.9) km s−1

B 13.229 ± 0.030
V 12.158 ± 0.093
g 12.717 ± 0.019
r 11.813 ± 0.087
i 11.531 ± 0.060
J 10.384 ± 0.020
H 9.910 ± 0.023
Ks 9.799 ± 0.018
Inferred (star):
Dist. (kinematic) 125 ± 7 pc
Dist. (photometric) 141 ± 6 pc
RV 7.35 ± 0.20 km s−1

Teff 4970 ± 45 K
Fe/H +0.29 ± 0.06 dex
log g 4.47 ± 0.13
R∗ 0.76 ± 0.03 R�
M∗ 0.80 ± 0.12 M�
L∗ 0.316 ± 0.026 L�
Prot 19.8 ± 2.9 d
vsin i 4.0 km s−1

Age (gyrochronology) 0.4-1.3 Gyr
Inferred (planet):
Planet radius 2.30 ± 0.16 R⊕
Planet mass <1.9MJ

Orbital period 8.1998 ± 0.0007 d
Orbital inclination 88.7 ± 0.8◦

Orbital eccentricity 0.14+0.22
−0.09

Stellar irradiance 58 ± 7I⊕

an age of <1 Gyr. (The median accuracy of that relation is given
as 25 per cent.) Curiously, most of the motion with respect to the
LSR is in the direction of Galactic rotation (V) and not U, but this
cannot be due to differential Galactic rotation alone over reason-
able scales, i.e. if the Oort constants A + B are ∼2.5 km s−1kpc−1

(Feast & Whitelock 1997).
The star’s 20-d rotation period places it between the 450 Myr

and 1 Gyr gyrochrones of Barnes (2007), indicating a young but
not Pleiades-like age. The revised gyrochronology of Mamajek &
Hillenbrand (2008) predicts an age of 1.3 Gyr with an error of
0.34 Gyr from the uncertainty in the rotation period, and 0.16 Gyr
from the scatter about the best fit. The high metallicity and slow ro-
tation nicely explain the absence of lithium in EPIC 210363145.
Lithium depletion is vastly accelerated in metal-rich pre-main-
sequence stars because the higher opacity deepens the base of the
convective zone, mixing Li to higher temperatures where it is de-
stroyed. The predicted effect for zero-age main sequence (ZAMS)
stars is ≥1 dex decrease in Li for each 0.1 dex increase in [Fe/H]
(Somers & Pinsonneault 2014), and Li in EPIC 210363145 would
have been depleted to undetectable levels by a Pleiades-like age.
Lithium abundance also correlates with rotation (e.g. Soderblom
et al. 1993; Chaboyer, Demarque & Pinsonneault 1995), and the
relationship appears to depend on stellar mass and switch sign at
M∗ ≈ 1 M�, becoming positive (and stronger) for stars with Teff

< 5500 K. Somers & Pinsonneault (2015) proposed that in cooler
stars, pre-main-sequence destruction of Li is extremely sensitive to

the central temperature and hence interior structure of the star, and
is inhibited by inflation of the stellar radius. If radius inflation is
related to magnetic fields (Feiden & Chaboyer 2013), which are, in
turn, related to stellar rotation, then more rapidly rotating, magneti-
cally active stars will have more lithium, as is observed. Conversely,
a slow rotator such as EPIC 210363145 will be magnetically inac-
tive, have experienced no inflation, and have suffered the full lithium
depletion predicted for such objects (Somers & Pinsonneault 2015).

EPIC 210363145 emits detectable flux at NUV wavelengths con-
sistent with a Pleiades age but no Hα. The reliability of the NUV de-
tection by GALEX (m ≈ 20) is about 99 per cent.3 The de-reddened
mNUV − J colour of EPIC 210363145 is 8.8 and about 1.9 mag
‘bluer’ (NUV brighter) than an extrapolation of the locus of inac-
tive field stars described by Ansdell et al. (2015). An M dwarf star
with such a mNUV − J colour typically has Hα emission with an EW
of ∼4 Å (note that EPIC 210363145 is an early K dwarf). However,
the expected Hα emission may be smaller considering that, since
EPIC 210363145 does not appear to be a Pleiades member and does
not lie along the line of sight to the cluster centre, the extinction may
be negligible. In this case, the star’s mNUV − J is redder (≈9.6) and
only 1.1 mag ‘bluer’ than the locus of inactive stars. The expected
EW of Hα emission is ∼2 Å, however the scatter spans values from
zero to twice this value. This scatter could be the result of multiyear-
long cycles of stellar activity. For example, observations in 1988 by
Soderblom et al. (1993) identified several bona fide Pleiades mem-
bers lacking significant Hα emission, including Trumpler HII3179
(HD 24194). Observations by White, Gabor & Hillenbrand (2007)
14 yr later found HD 24194 to have Hα emission with an EW of
3.16 Å(HD 24194). Likewise, the absence of Hα emission from
EPIC 210363145 may be due to the 8+ yr between the epochs of
the GALEX (pre-2008) and SNIFS observations.

We ruled out two alternative explanations for the absence of Hα

emission: GALEX confusion with an unrelated background source,
or a white dwarf companion which has UV flux but no Hα emission.
We calculated the probability of source confusion by identifying all
GALEX DR5 AIS+MIS sources with mNUV < 20 within 10 arcmin
of the position of EPIC 210363145 and multiplying this count by the
ratio of the solid angle of the GALEX point response function, con-
servatively approximated as a circle of radius 7 arcsec (Morrissey
et al. 2007), to the query area. The result is a confusion probability
of 1 × 10−3. Even if we include all detected sources regardless of
NUV magnitude, the probability only rises to 2 per cent. A white
dwarf companion is ruled out by our RV data (Sec. 4.3).

To coherently constrain the properties of EPIC 210363145, we
performed a global parameter inference by comparing our observa-
tions to a grid of stellar evolution models. Model calculations were
performed with an updated version of the Dartmouth stellar evolu-
tion code (Dotter et al. 2008; Feiden & Chaboyer 2013) in which
a number of improvements were made to more accurately model
the properties of pre-main-sequence stars (Feiden 2016). The grid
of non-magnetic models covered a mass range of 0.1–0.9 M� with
a resolution of 0.02 M� and a metallicity range of −0.5 to +0.5
dex at a resolution of 0.1 dex. The MCMC method implemented
as EMCEE (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) was used to explore pos-
sible values of stellar mass, metallicity [M/H], age, and distance
and find the combination that most closely reproduces the stellar
Teff, bolometric flux Fbol, and mean density ρ∗ using the likelihood
function described in Mann et al. (2015). We applied Gaussian pri-
ors on distance (130 ± 20 pc) and metallicity (+0.3 ± 0.1 dec) and

3 http://www.galex.caltech.edu/researcher/techdocs.html
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Figure 12. Joint posterior distribution of estimated age and distance of
EPIC 210363145, calculated by MCMC inference of stellar parameters
performed by comparing Teff, [Fe/H], and bolometric flux to the predictions
of a stellar evolution model. The location of the Pleiades (112 ± 5 Myr,
136 ± 1.2 pc) is marked.

uniform priors to mass (0.1–0.9 M�) and logarithmic age (0.1 Myr–
14 Gyr). (We ran a second set of simulations with a tighter distance
prior, and found nearly identical results.) The MCMC calculation
was performed with 300 walkers initially assigned to random po-
sitions in parameter space. An initial ‘burn-in’ sequence of 2000
iterations was used to seed a second sequence of 3000 iterations
and then discarded. The second sequence was used to calculate the
posterior probability distributions for the stellar parameters (chains
were not thinned). Convergence was evaluated by visually inspect-
ing trace plots for all 300 chains to identify any systematic trends or
noticeably poor mixing. In addition, we verified that the median ac-
ceptance fraction among the ensemble of chains was 25–50 per cent
and the length of each chain was at least five times the autocorrela-
tion length. We computed the Gelman–Rubin scale reduction factor
R (Gelman & Rubin 1992) for each of the fitted parameters. All of
the fitted parameters have 1.1 < R < 1.2 and the values of R are flat
along the final 1000 iterations, indicating that the chains are well
mixed and convergence has been obtained.

Our model comparison found the most probable properties for
EPIC 210363145 to be M∗ ≥ 0.89 M�, R∗ = 0.78 R�, [M/H] =
+0.26 dex, a distance of 143 pc, and an age of 50 Myr, although
a wide range of older ages consistent with gyrochronometry is al-
lowed. We do not report formal uncertainties with these values as
they are highly correlated and the preferred mass is at the edge of the
model grid. The model-based values are broadly consistent with the
spectroscopically and empirically determined values, in part due to
the priors. Demonstrating further consistency, the 95 per cent con-
fidence range for log g is 4.49–4.65, compared to the spectroscopic
value of 4.47 ± 0.13. The models assign the star a higher mass and
slightly greater radius and distance, but this can be explained by the
effect of high metallicity. At a given Teff, R∗ increases with [M/H],
requiring a larger distance to reproduce Fbol. For a given M∗, higher
[M/H] causes a decrease in Teff, thus, higher metallicity increases
the required M∗ to reproduce the observed Teff. However, the ef-
fect of metallicity was not included in the empirical relations of
Boyajian et al. (2012) and Henry & McCarthy (1993) due to in-
sufficient numbers of calibrator stars. A larger stellar radius would
mean that the planet is also proportionally larger.

Fig. 12 shows the joint posterior distribution of age and distance,
marking the Pleiades mean distance and age. Posterior distances are

Figure 13. Locations of 218 candidate K dwarfs observed by K2 in the
C4 field which exhibit a periodic signal (e.g. from rotational variability) in
their light curve but which were not identified as members of the Pleiades
or Hyades clusters. The gold arrows indicate the direction and magnitude of
proper motion (PM), if any. The location and PM of EPIC 210363145 and
the Pleiades centre are shown by the green and blue arrows, respectively.
The other thin green arrows are variable K dwarf stars which have PMs
within 20 per cent of EPIC 210363145. The Hyades PM (but not location)
is indicated by the red arrow. The grid of grey arrows indicates the PM of
a star in the Local Standard of Rest, i.e. the PM is due only to the Sun’s
motion.

slightly, but not significantly farther than the centre of the Pleiades
and at a given distance, there is a large range of possible ages. Most
curious is the preferred age of 50 Myr, the main-sequence ‘age zero’
(ZAMS) of a star with 0.9 M�and [M/H] = +0.3, although older
ages are not excluded. For a given Teff and [Fe/H], the ZAMS is a
minimum in luminosity and maximum in mean density. Luminosity
can be traded against distance when bolometric flux is fixed, and the
best-fitting distance is not extreme. On the other hand, it appears
that the transit-based stellar density constraint, which is skewed
towards higher values than the empirical/spectroscopy-based value
(Fig. 10), drives many MCMC solutions to the ZAMS. The choice
of a uniform prior with logarithmic age could also bias solutions
towards erroneously young ages. We performed a second set of
simulations with a uniform prior with linear age, appropriate for
the case of a constant star formation rate (SFR). Note that a higher
early SFR would shift the best prior towards older ages, but the
location of the C4 field near the Galactic mid-plane would shift
the prior towards younger ages. The posteriors from this second
run rule out ages <50 Myr and an age of ∼150 Myr is (slightly)
preferred, although older ages are possible.

Is EPIC 210363145 a loner, or instead only one of a population
of variable dwarf stars with similar kinematics? We identified 973
stars observed by K2 in the C4 field that are candidate field K
dwarfs, i.e. have estimated Teff in Huber et al. (2016) between 4200
and 5200 K and log g > 4.1, but are not identified as members
of the Hyades or Pleiades clusters by Mann et al. (2016b) or this
work. We analysed the K2 light curves of these stars using the
ACF-based method described in Section 3.3. A periodic signal was
identified in 218 of these stars. Fig. 13 plots their locations and
proper motions as well as those of EPIC 210363145 and the Pleiades
and Hyades clusters. There are many rotationally variable stars
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with proper motions in roughly the same (southeast) direction as
EPIC 210363145. The star with the largest proper motion is BD+16
502/GJ 9122A, an active K7 dwarf only 18 pc away (Reid & Cruz
2002). This phenomenon is merely the result of the Sun’s motion
with respect to the LSR. We calculated the this apparent motion
using the LSR of Coşkunoǧlu et al. (2011) and the photometric
distance of EPIC 210363145 and this is plotted as the grid of grey
arrows in Fig. 13. To identify potential kinematic relatives of EPIC
210363145, we iteratively selected those variable K dwarfs that
have PMs within 5σ of their mean, using the proper motion of
EPIC 210363145 as the initial value. We identified four such stars
besides EPIC 210363145, plotted as green arrows in Fig. 13. All
were rejected as Pleiades members, they have a wide range of
rotation rates and photometric distances, and their similar proper
motions appears to be coincident.

Overall, the properties of EPIC 210363145 indicate that it is
unrelated to and probably older than the Pleiades, but younger
(�1.3 Gyr) than most field stars. If so, its proximity to the Pleiades
in dynamical phase space is a coincidence, and a warning that
membership probability calculations based only on space motion
and photometric distance are not immune from interlopers. On the
other hand, it is possible that this star tells us that very slow rotation
is no disqualifier for a young age: Stauffer et al. (2016) reported four
F dwarf and seven M dwarf Pleiades members with anomalously
low rotation rates; they attribute the phenomenon among F dwarfs to
binarity, but for the M dwarfs, all of which have P > 10 d and some
of which exhibit weak Hα emission, they offer no explanation.
A precise parallax and proper motion from the Gaia astrometric
mission will allow us to further refine the properties of this enigmatic
star and its planet.

The planet’s maximum plausible mass, assuming an Earth-like
rock-metal composition, is ∼50M⊕ (Swift et al. 2012) and the
commensurate Doppler signal would be ∼20 m s−1, well below
our current RV limit. However, the planet radius falls in a regime
where many combinations of mass–radius measurements suggest
planets have thick hydrogen–helium envelopes (Rogers 2015). In
that case, adopting the nominal mass–radius relation of Weiss &
Marcy (2014), the planet mass is predicted to have ∼6M⊕ and the
Doppler signal is only 2 m s−1. This would be possible to detect
using sufficiently sensitive instruments such as ESPRESSO on the
VLT (Pepe et al. 2014), provided photospheric ‘jitter’ from spots
does not overwhelm the signal.

5.2 Occurrence of Pleiades planets

Our analysis of the K2 light curves of about 1000 candidate Pleiades
members has thus far revealed only this single planet around a host
star of questionable membership. This begs the question: where are
the Pleiades planets? Kepler discovered several thousand candidate
planets around ∼200 000 stars, a rate of ∼2 per cent, but of course,
K2 observed the Pleiades for a much shorter interval of time, the
photometric noise due to pointing error is larger, and Pleiades stars
are more active and rotationally variable. To address the question of
whether the absence of Pleiades detections reflects a difference in
planet population or is the result of lower detection efficiency, we
performed numerical injection-and-recovery experiments on the K2
light curves assuming the null hypothesis, i.e. the same population
of planets around Kepler stars also orbits around the Pleiades.

The transit signal from a single simulated planet on a circular
orbit was injected into each of 10 replicate light curves of the 1014
Pleiades candidates with values for Teff, radius, and mass in the EPIC
catalogue. Planet radii were randomly selected from the intrinsic

distribution calculated by Silburt, Gaidos & Wu (2015) for FGK
dwarfs (Teff > 3900 K) and from Gaidos et al. (2016b) for cooler M
dwarfs. Orbital periods were selected from a logarithmic uniform
distribution over 3–25 d. Transits were simulated with a random
phase, an impact parameter selected from a uniform distribution
and a quadratic limb-darkening law with coefficients selected from
Claret & Bloemen (2011) for the EPIC values of Teff. Transits were
recovered (or not) using the light curve processing and BLS search
routine described in Section 2.1. A planet was deemed ‘recovered’
if the orbital period P fell within 2.5σ of the true value, where
σ = P/Nind, and Nind is the number of independent frequencies. (σ
is the effective spectral resolution of the BLS search.) Inspection
of the distribution of deviations of recovered from ‘true’ orbital
periods showed that this criterion sufficed to capture essentially all
detections.

The geometric probability of a circular transiting orbit was cal-
culated and summed for all detections. This sum represents the
expected number of detections if every star has one planet with
the properties in the specified ranges. To make an actual estimate,
this was multiplied by the estimated occurrence based on pub-
lished Kepler statistics. For this step, we divided systems into FGK
and M dwarfs as occurrence seems to differ markedly between
spectral types (Mulders et al. 2015; Gaidos et al. 2016b). Esti-
mates of the occurrence of planets around solar-type stars vary:
Howard et al. (2012) found 0.24 per star for planets >1 R⊕ on
3.4–29 d orbits; Petigura, Howard & Marcy (2013) found 0.23,
which when corrected for planets <1 R⊕ using the radius dis-
tribution of close-in planets is 0.28. Silburt et al. (2015) found
about 0.25 for planets 1–4 R⊕, which when corrected for smaller
and larger planets is about 0.33, a value we used here. The occur-
rence of planets close to M dwarfs is significantly higher: Gai-
dos et al. (2016b) estimated that M dwarfs host 2.2 ± 0.3 1–
4 R⊕ planets with P < 180 d, consistent with previous estimates
(Morton & Swift 2014; Dressing & Charbonneau 2015). The oc-
currence for P < 25 d is 1.45.

The predicted number of detection is 0.39 among the 411 FGK
Pleiades dwarfs and 0.44 among the 603 M dwarfs, for a total
of ∼0.83 detections. A separate analysis of the same set of syn-
thetic light curves with a modified version of the K2SSF pipeline
(Mann et al. 2016a; Vanderburg et al. 2016) predicted 1.27 detec-
tions among FGK dwarfs and 0.51 among the M dwarfs, for a total
yield of 1.78. The Poisson probabilities of having no detections
are thus 0.44 and 0.17, respectively. Thus, the null hypothesis of a
Kepler -like planet population cannot be ruled out, and the absence
of detections among Pleiades stars is at least, in part, the product
of the steep distribution of planet occurrence with radius and the
difficulty of detecting small planets around young, photometrically
variable stars with K2 data, at least with our current analysis tools.
In particular, transit signals with orbital periods corresponding to a
period (or harmonic) of the stellar variability may be attenuated in
the filtering step. Another possible factor is if the radii of Pleiades
stars were systematically underestimated in the EPIC catalogue,
e.g. because the effect of reddening, which makes stars appear
cooler and therefore smaller, or because some Pleiades M dwarfs
may not have entirely evolved to the main sequence. The former
effect is small: for EPIC 210363145, the difference in the photo-
metric colour-based radii is ∼2 per cent for EB − V = 0.04 versus
EB − V = 0. The upcoming TESS mission (Ricker et al. 2014), which
will survey the sky at a comparable sensitivity and with a similar
time baseline, may offer only limited improvement in the situation.
Data from the PLATO mission (Rauer et al. 2014) are more likely
to yield advances, provided the appropriate fields are observed.
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